Inpatient admissions and costs of congenital heart disease from adolescence to young adulthood.
Health care utilization patterns and associated costs of congenital heart disease (CHD) in young adulthood are not well understood. California State Inpatient Databases 2005 to 2009 were used to conduct a retrospective study on inpatient admissions of CHD patients 10 to 29 years old (n = 7,419) and of all patients of the same age (n = 1,195,233). Compared with all patients, annual admission costs of CHD patients monotonically decreased, from $13.9 million at age 10 to 14 years to $7.2 million at age 25 to 29 years, which were due to lower costs per admission and somewhat fewer annual hospitalizations. Admissions from the emergency department in CHD patients increased with age regardless of insurance status: at age 25 to 29 years, 62% of admissions with public insurance, 43% with private insurance, and 78% with no insurance were admitted from the emergency department. Cardiac surgery, catheterization, and electrophysiologic study admissions decreased with age in CHD patients, whereas admissions due to arrhythmia and congestive heart failures became more prevalent. Results from multivariate linear regression in CHD patients showed that cardiac surgery was the most costly factor, associated with $29,543 more in costs per admission, followed by the use of a children's hospital, at $10,533. Factors predicting lower costs included female gender, low-complexity CHD, and shorter stay, all P < .001. Compared with adolescents, young adults with CHD use fewer resources because the natural history of CHD results in fewer surgical admissions and more frequent but less expensive medical admissions.